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"The first unauthorised DVD
biography of Foo Fighters.
Attempting to pick up where Nirvana left off,
Dave Grohl and his ever-changing line up of
Foo Fighters were doomed to failure upon the
release of their debut in 1995. It is therefore with
respect due, that 10 years on the band are
ready to release their fifth album, and the signs
are that it could be their best yet. With four clas-
sics under their belt and their popularity always
heading upwards with each new release, this
could well be the Foos finest summer to date!
With numerous festival appearances scheduled
and a US tour to follow, the time couldn't be bet-
ter for fans to go behind the scenes and get the
full low down on this extraordinary band. They
can do just that with Foo Fighters: Guardian
Angels, the first ever Foo Fighters documentary
DVD. Going right back to Grohl's pre Nirvana
punk roots, with previously unseen concert
footage from that time and coming right up to
date with the recording sessions for 'In Your
Honor' this is one film that no Foos fan will want
to be without.
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SPECIAL FEATURES:
Previously unseen film footage of the band.
Exclusive in-depth interviews including; Punk

biographer Mark Anderson, Foo Fighters biog-
rapher Martin James, Nirvana biographer
Charles Cross, Nirvana producer Jack Endino,
Studio owner Robert Land, Rhythm Magazine
journalist Jordan McLachlan, Grunge historian
Peter Bletcha, Virgin Radio DJ Ben Jones, and
many others.

Additional rare and previously unseen footage
of Grohls pre Nirvana bands included in the pro-
gramme.

Foo Fighters digital trivia quiz and extensive
Foos discography.


